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PROPOSEDADOPTION OF A " DECLARATION" PRESCRIBING
THE GENDERTO BE ATTRIBUTED FOR GENERIC NAMES
HAVING THE TERMINATIONS "-IDES, -ITES, AND -OIDES "

By FRANCIS HEMMING, C.M.G., C.B.E.

{Secretary to the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature)

(Commission Reference : Z.N.(S.) 951)

The purpose of the present application is to ask the International

Commission to render a Declaration prescribing the gender to be attributed

to generic names having the terminations " -ides ", " -ites " and " -oides ".

2. There is a very large number of generic names having one or other

of these terminations and the question on the gender to be attributed to them
is one that has already arisen on a number of occasions and is likely to continue

to do so imtU the International Commission gives a definite Ruling on the

subject.

3. Recently attention was drawn to this matter by Mr. Arthur N.

Dusenbury, Jr. {Creole Petroleum Corporation, Jusepin, Monagas, Venezuela)

in which he pointed out that in all the reports prepared by the palaeontologists

of the Creole Petroleum Corporation generic names having the above

terminations had been treated as being of the masculine gender. Mr.

Dusenbury explained that in this matter he had been guided by the view

expressed by Macfadyen (W.A.) and Kenny (E. J. Andre) in a paper entitled

" On the Correct Writing in Form and Gender of the Namesof the Foraminifera
"

(1934, J. Roy. micr. Soc. 54 : 177). The passage in question reads as follows :

—

" Unless there be some reason to the contrary, the gender is determined

by the ending of the generic name as follows :

—

Masculine :

-ides, as Cibicides.

•ites, as Orbitolites, Lenticolites.

-oides, as Haplophragmoides ".

4. In the same letter, however, Mr. Dusenbury pointed that that his

attention had recently been drawn to a statement by Miss Ruth Todd in a

Bull. zool. Nomencl. Vol. 13, Part 7. June 1957.
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footnote in a paper entitled " Recent Foraminifera of the Marshall Islands
"

WTitten jointly by Cushman (J.A.), Todd, Todd R., and Post R. (1954)

U.S. geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 260—H : 368). The footnote in question reads as

follows :

—

" Regarding gender of Ghhigerinoides , I prefer to follow the recommendation
of Roland W. Brown that a generic name ending in -aides, an adjectival suffix

meaning like, takes its gender from the gender of the generic name on which it

is based. Thus Globigerinoides, like Globigerina, is feminine ; Ammodiscoides,

like Ammodiscus, is masculine ; and Haplophragmoides, like Haplophragmium,
is neuter ".

5. The passage in Dr. Brown's work {Composition of Scientific Words : 53)

referred to in the footnote by Miss Todd quoted above reads as follows :

—

" In compound words, according to ancient and modern usage, the final

component, if a noun, determines the gender. If the first component is a noun
and the final component an adjective, the compound is an adjective but may
be intended for use as a noun. In such instances the gender of the compound
is that of the governing noun. Here, for example, belong the many substantives

having -oides and -apsis as adjectival terminations ".

6. On receipt of Mr. Dusenbury's letter I consulted Professor L. W.
Grensted, the Commission's Consulting Classical Adviser, who has provided the

following report :

—

" The original view, taken by Macfadyen and Kenny (as cited in Mr.

Dusenbury's letter) is certainly right. Names in ' -ides ', ' -ites ', and ' -oides
'

are perfectlj^ normal Greek formations. They would always be assumed to be

masculine for all practical purposes. In principle they are adjectival

formations and Hke aU adjectives used as nouns are treated as mascuUne. The
noun on which they are based is quite irrelevant. Thus the noun epTj/xtTTj? is

masculine, though based on ip-q^icf. (desert) which is feminine. In Latin it

becomes eremita, a hermit —stUl masculine.

" These forms could not in any case ever be neuter. They always refer to

Bovaebody rather than something, and somebody like something neuter is not

thereby neuter himself —a man may be a ' son of a gun ' or ' a chip of the old

block ' but is not thereby neuter because ' gun ' and ' block ' are neuter. And
these phrases are strictly equivalent to the Greek and Latin patronymics.

" The termination ' -ites ' is in principle different from ' -ides ' and ' -oides ',

but it is definitely a personal masculine termination, where it is the full

termination. In some cases it is not. I suspect that the termination in

OrbitoUtes is really -Utes (with Xldos —Uthos —a stone behind it). But ending

as it does, in its Greek form, in -rjs, it is still masculine. It could not be made
neuter.
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" The statement by Roland W. Brown to which Miss Todd refers is so

loosely written as, at the least, to be misleading. For if the phrase ' governing

noun ' means the first part of the compound it is not ordinary classical usage,

or, in general, modern usage either, that it determines the gender of that

compound. Thus hydrophoros is an adjective, and the Greek vSwp (hydr-,

water) is neuter. But as a noun (the Hydrophoroi) it is either mascuUne or

feminine. And though hippos, a horse, is normally masculine Hippolyta

is feminine enough, and we can hardly suppose that the Amazons only rode

mares. Further (and this is the point which concerns us here) the common
and important generic names in ' -oides ' and ' -opsis ' are not examples of the

compounds he is discussing, for ' -oides ' is not an adjective but a termination

making the whole compound into an adjective, naturally masculine when used

as a noun. And ' -opsis ' is not an adjective but a feminine noun, determining

the gender of the compound concerned as feminine with whatever noun it is

combined.

" In other words the practice hitherto followed by Mr. Dusenbury and his

friends is right ".

7. In view of the unequivocal character of Professor Grensted's report, I

recommend that further discussion on this subject should be brought to a close

by the adoption of a Declaration directing that generic names having the

terminations " -ides ", " -ites ", and " -oides " are to be treated as being

masculine in gender.

SUPPORTFOR THE PROPOSALBY A. E. ELLIS REGARDINGTHE
" VIVIPARUS/PALUDINA " COMPLEX(CLASS GASTROPODA)

By HORACEB. BAKER
{Zoology Department, University of Pennsylvania, U.S.A.)

(Commission Reference : Z.N.(S.) 857)

(For the proposal here referred to see Bull. zool. Noniencl. 13 : 38—43)

(Letter dated 20th May 1957.)

The question of Viviparus versus Paliulina is a difficult one. For taxonomists,

Vivi-parus (or Vivipara) now is in general use, but I suspect that, to zoologists

in general, Paludina is still the more familiar name.

On the whole, I would prefer viviparidae,


